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ACT
INSTEAD OF
REACT.
Take the right action now.

Increase the flexibility of your maintenance, but do it right.
In challenging times with increasing cost pressure, ‚act instead of react‘ applies.

WHY?
The weakening economy and the corona virus are leading to reduced production and plant utilization and that also requires adjustments in maintenance.
It is essential to identify and implement the CORRECT adaptation measures.
Because only effective measures increase the flexibility and profitability of your maintenance and enable
an immediate improvement of the operating results.
Rely on a structured approach and the right measures.

WHAT?
In practice, there have been 15 approaches to adapting the maintenance and increasing in
flexibility and profitability proven to be particularly effective:
1.Adaptation of the
goals for
maintenance
-services, -processes
and -organization

2. Selective reduce
from external
services

3. Adaptation of
the maintenance
organizational
structure

4. Prioritize
5. Cost-cutting
maintenance
alternatives in the
measures correctly
execution of M&I
– Reduce immediate
measures and repairs
actions

6. Reduce expenses
for investmenes and
plant changes

7. Avoid downtimes
in maintenance
processes

8. Transfer selected
maintenance tasks
to the production

9. Identify and
remove weak points

10. Save time
handling documents

11. Savings in spare
parts management

12. Optimize
recurring plant
revisions

13. Evaluation oft
he plant substance
as basis of cost
avoidance

14. Reduce system
failure risks
systematically

15. Achieve savings
through correct
implemenatation
of industrial safety
ordinance

You can find details on the subject of ‚increasing flexibility‘
here: www.dankl.com/flexibilitaet_steigern
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HOW?
To apply the 15 tried-and-tested approaches to increase flexibilty and economic efficiency in your
company, simply choose between 4 possibilities (modules):
1

WORKING DOCUMENTS:
Identify your most effective optimization approaches. We support you working documents
(guidelines, checklists, practical tips) for the selection and implementation of the relevant
approaches. Increase the flexibility and cost-effectiveness of your maintenance step by step on
the basis of the working documents.

2

INHOUSE WORKSHOP:
In a one-day workshop, we will work with you to identify the most important approaches to adapting
maintenance for your company. Systematically, those approaches are identified and evaluated,
to enable the quick and at the same time effective result improvements for your operation. The
resulting adaptation measures are included in an implementation plan summarized and terminated.

3

ONLINE SEMINARS:
The content and adaption measures of the 15 approaches are explained in detail by a maintenance
expert in online seminars. The individual approaches are summarized in thematic blocks and carried
out on four planned dates. You can find information about the online seminars, dates and registration
conditions at www.dankl.com/online-seminar-flexibilitaet_steigern.

4

IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT:
We would be happy to support you in the targeted implementation of your selected optimization
approaches respectively to increase in flexibility and profitability of your maintenance. The
implementation support is based on your requirements in terms of subject content and adaption
measures. You will be looked after by our experienced practical experts.

1

4

WORKING DOCUMENTS
2

ACTIVITIES

INHOUSE WORKSHOP

Approaches proven
in practice
3

ONLINE SEMINARS

IMPLEMENTATION
SUPPORT

You can combine
any of the 4 building
blocks with each
other. Each individual
component helps to enable
effective optimization
of maintenance in your
organization - to the extent
that you need in your
current situation.

Sustainable improvement in results

Act instead of react.
Adapt your maintenance to changing market and production conditions. Realize, which approaches
enable an immediately effective increase in fleixibility and profitability and thus ensure an improvement
in operating results.
We can help to recognize your strengths and areas of improvement, to increase the performance of
your maintenance and to use for the company. Especially in difficult times.

Take the right action now. Give us a call or write a short email.
We will support you immediately – on site or digitally.
office@mcp-dankl.com | +43 (0) 662 85 32 040 | +49 (0) 89 / 22 84 06 800 | www.mcp-dankl.com
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